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STATUTORY RULES OF NORTHERN IRELAND

2001 No. 264

Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2001

Facilities for disabled persons

Doors

4.—(1)  Each passenger doorway in the side of a regulated rail vehicle shall be indicated by doors
(excluding any window in or control device on the doors) rendered to contrast with the exterior of
the vehicle to each side of that doorway.

(2)  Each passenger doorway in the side of a regulated rail vehicle shall be fitted with an audible
warning device which shall emit warning sounds in accordance with paragraph (3) inside and outside
the vehicle in the proximity of each control device for that doorway or, if there is no such control
device, adjacent to that doorway.

(3)  The audible warning device shall—
(a) emit a distinct sound for a period of not less than 3 seconds commencing when the door

becomes openable by a passenger;
(b) if the door is operated by a member of the operator’s staff, emit a different distinct sound

commencing not less than 3 seconds before the door starts to close.
(4)  In this regulation “sound” includes the spoken word.

Door controls

5.—(1)  No control device to enable a passenger to open or close a power-operated door other
than a device to which paragraph (3) applies, shall be fitted to a regulated rail vehicle unless—

(a) the centre of the control device is not less than 700 millimetres and not more than 1,200
millimetres vertically above an imaginary horizontal line extended from the door sill of
the relevant doorway;

(b) the control device is operable by the palm of the hand exerting a force not exceeding 15
newtons;

(c) the control device or its immediate surround is illuminated continuously whenever it is
operable;

(d) the control device contrasts with the surface on which it is mounted; and
(e) the control device is identifiable by touch.

(2)  When the power-operated doors are closed by a member of the operator’s staff the illumination
of each such control device shall cease not less than 3 seconds before the doors start to close.

(3)  Subject to paragraph (4) no control device which opens a door automatically as a passenger
approaches that door shall be fitted to a regulated rail vehicle unless—

(a) the door starts to open before any part of a passenger reaches a distance of less than 500
millimetres, measured horizontally, from the vertical centre of the line of the door surface;

(b) the door once opened, remains open for a period of not less than 5 seconds before it closes;
and
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(c) if, after the door starts to close, the edge of the door comes into contact with any part of
a passenger the door opens again.

(4)  If a control device, to which paragraph (3) applies, incorporates a photocell positioned above
the door, the requirement imposed by paragraph (3)(a) will be complied with if the distance from
the vertical line of the door is measured horizontally from any single point on that line not more
than 300 millimetres above the floor.

Steps

6.—(1)  Steps for use by passengers at any external doorway of a regulated rail vehicle shall
comply with the following requirements—

(a) the surface of each tread shall be covered in slip-resistant material;
(b) across the front edge of each tread there shall be a band of colour which shall be not less

than 45 millimetres and not more than 50 millimetres deep and shall contrast with the
remainder of the tread;

(c) the rear of each step shall be closed by a vertical riser fixed to the rear of the tread and the
front edge of the tread above or of the floor of the vehicle;

(d) each step shall be illuminated by a light placed within or immediately adjacent to the step;
(e) each step shall be not more than 200 millimetres high measured vertically from the surface

of the tread to an imaginary line extended horizontally from the surface of the next tread
or floor of the vehicle and not less than 300 millimetres deep measured from the front of
the tread to its rear; and

(f) the surface of each tread shall be not less than 455 millimetres wide.
(2)  Paragraph (1)(e) and (f) do not apply if there is not more than one step outside an external

doorway.
(3)  Subject to paragraph (4), inside a regulated rail vehicle there shall be no step between an

external passenger doorway and that part of the passenger saloon to one side of that doorway for as
far as and including the vestibule of the next external passenger doorway on the same side of that
vehicle or the end of that vehicle if there is no such other doorway.

(4)  Paragraph (3) shall not apply to stairs leading to any upper passenger saloon of a regulated
rail vehicle.

Floors

7. The floors of areas used by passengers in a regulated rail vehicle shall comply with the
following requirements—

(a) all floors shall be slip-resistant;
(b) the floor of a vestibule adjoining a doorway in the side of a vehicle shall contrast with the

adjacent floor in the passenger saloon of that vehicle;
(c) the floor across the width of the doorway between the jambs shall be marked by a strip

which shall contrast with the adjoining floor surface, run parallel to the edge of the door
sill, be not less than 50 millimetres broad measured from the edge nearer that door sill to
the edge further from it and be not more than 100 millimetres from that door sill measured
from the edge of that door sill to the edge of the strip further from that door sill.
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Seats

8.—(1)  Not less than 10 per cent of the seats in a regulated rail vehicle or 8 seats (whichever is
the lesser number) shall be designated by signs complying with paragraph (6) as priority seats for
the use of disabled persons.

(2)  No priority seat may be capable of being tipped up or folded whilst the regulated rail vehicle
is used for carriage.

(3)  Each priority seat and the space available to its user shall comply with the specifications
shown in Diagram B1 and in Diagram B2, B3 or B4 in the Schedule.

(4)  Any armrest fitted to a priority seat shall be movable to the extent required to permit
unrestricted access by a disabled person to that seat or any other priority seat to which access may
be gained past that seat.

(5)  If tables or trays (whether fixed or folding) are fitted for the use of passengers at not less than
10 per cent of the seats (other than priority seats) in a regulated rail vehicle a similar table or tray
shall be fitted for the use of persons in each priority seat.

(6)  There shall be a sign on or near to a priority seat indicating that disabled persons have priority
for the use of that seat.

Interior transparent surfaces

9.—(1)  Subject to paragraph (2) any transparent surface in the interior of a regulated rail vehicle
shall—

(a) be separated from an area in which a disabled person can walk, or go in a wheelchair, by
a seat, table or other fitting; or

(b) bear a coloured marking which shall not be less than 140 millimetres and not more than
160 millimetres high and extend horizontally across the whole width of the panel at a
height of 1,500 millimetres measured vertically from the floor to the bottom edge of that
marking; or

(c) be bounded on any side which is not attached to the floor, wall or ceiling of the vehicle by
a handrail which shall comply with regulation 10(2).

(2)  Where such a surface is a door it shall comply with paragraph (1)(b).

Handrails and handholds

10.—(1)  A handrail shall be fitted in every regulated rail vehicle as close as practicable on either
side of the interior of an external doorway extending vertically from a point not more than 700
millimetres above the floor to a point not less than 1,200 millimetres above the floor.

(2)  Any handrail in a regulated rail vehicle shall comply with the following requirements—
(a) a handrail shall have a circular cross section with a diameter of not less than 30 millimetres

and not more than 40 millimetres;
(b) if a handrail is curved, the radius of the surface of the handrail inside the curve shall not

be less than 50 millimetres;
(c) there shall be a clear space of not less than 45 millimetres between any part of the regulated

rail vehicle and all parts of the handrail other than its mountings;
(d) a handrail shall have a slip-resistant surface; and
(e) a handrail shall contrast with the parts of the regulated rail vehicle adjacent to that handrail.
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(3)  Subject to paragraph (4) a handhold shall be fitted to the top of the back of each seat which
faces towards an end of a regulated rail vehicle and which is next to a gangway in a passenger saloon
and shall comply with the following requirements—

(a) the surface of a handhold (excluding the mountings to the seat) shall be rounded;
(b) a handhold shall contrast with the seat to which the handhold is attached;
(c) a handhold shall have a slip-resistant surface; and
(d) there shall be no gap less than 150 millimetres wide measured in any direction in a

handhold or between a handhold and the seat to which it is attached.
(4)  Paragraph (3) does not apply to a seat the back of which touches a partition, to a seat the back

of which touches the back of another seat which faces in the opposite direction and is fitted with a
handhold, or to a seat to which a handrail is attached.

Door handles

11. A door handle fitted for the use of passengers shall be operable by the exertion of a force
not exceeding 15 newtons.

Passenger information

12.—(1)  A regulated rail vehicle shall be fitted with public address systems for audible and
visual announcements inside the passenger saloon and for visual announcements on the exterior of
the vehicle.

(2)  The system for visual announcements on the exterior of the vehicle shall be fitted, if the
vehicle is not hauled by a locomotive—

(a) on the front of a single vehicle;
(b) where two or more vehicles are coupled together, on the front of the leading vehicle; or
(c) where five or more vehicles are coupled together, on each side of each vehicle, unless such

a system is fitted to the front of the leading vehicle.
(3)  The system for visual announcements on the exterior of a vehicle which is hauled by one

or more locomotives shall be fitted to each side of each such vehicle, unless such a system is fitted
to the front of the leading locomotive and is used such to provide the announcements required by
paragraph (4) using letters and numbers which comply with paragraph (7).

(4)  Whilst the vehicle is stationary at a station the systems inside the passenger saloon and on
the exterior of the vehicle shall be used to announce the destination of the vehicle, or, if the vehicle
is following a circular route, the name or number of the route, and, in the case of systems inside the
passenger saloon only, to announce the next stop.

(5)  Subject to paragraph (6), the systems inside the passenger saloon shall be used—
(a) to announce the next station, at which the vehicle will be stopping, not less than once

during the period beginning five minutes before the vehicle is expected by the operator’s
staff to stop at that station;

(b) to announce any delay exceeding ten minutes to the scheduled timing for that journey;
(c) to announce any diversions from the route shown in the published timetable for that

journey; and
(d) to make emergency announcements.

(6)  Paragraph (5)(a) does not apply if the timetabled journey time between the stations is less
than two minutes.
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(7)  The first letter of, and numbers used in, announcements on visual systems shall be not less
than 70 millimetres high on systems on the front of the vehicle and not less than 35 millimetres high
on other systems, and all letters and numbers shall contrast with their background.

(8)  A word on a visual system shall not be written in capital letters only.
(9)  Visual announcements inside the passenger saloon shall be visible from the majority of

passenger seats (including priority seats) in that saloon.

Toilets

13. If a toilet is fitted in a regulated rail vehicle that vehicle shall comply with the following
requirements—

(a) the centre of any door control device on the exterior or the interior of the toilet cubicle
shall be not less than 800 millimetres and not more than 1,200 millimetres vertically above
the floor;

(b) any door control device, or other equipment inside the toilet cubicle shall be operable by
the exertion of a force of not more than 15 newtons;

(c) the seat and any lid on the toilet and any handholds in the toilet cubicle shall be coloured
to contrast with the adjacent parts of the toilet cubicle;

(d) the immediate surround of a control device in a toilet cubicle shall be coloured to contrast
with that control device and with the part of the toilet cubicle on which it is mounted; and

(e) a control device in a toilet cubicle shall be so constructed as to be identifiable by touch.
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